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Parking and SUMP: a perfect match
How to make parking policies more strategic, effective and sustainable
Cities for cars...
Concept of the practitioner briefing

- Raising awareness and gaining acceptance among relevant stakeholders on how the ‘right parking’ policies can help cities
  - Moving from a reactive/operational to strategic parking policy
  - Integrate parking management into SUMP’s and increase city’s liveability
- Building capacity, particularly among cities & practitioners that have difficulty in picking up such policies
- Brief introduction: how does Parking match with SUMP?
- NOT a (basic) parking guidance!
- Based on: existing experience in PUSH&PULL & Park4SUMP (later) outcomes
- Topic guides tbd in later phase of SUMP Guidelines 2.0
Content of the practitioner briefing

- Parking policy is key to managing urban mobility – *what reasons are there…*
- Sustainable parking policy “anchor points” in the SUMP planning proces
- Field of parking management activities that make a difference
- 3 game changer examples
Una mutación urbana sobre raíles

Vitoria Gasteiz after 10 years of SUMP
Parking policy evolution (G. Mingardo)
1. To what degree this document convinces you that parking and SUMP is a perfect match

I am...

3 (not at all convinced)
2 (little convinced)
1 (most convinced)

Give one (priority) reason why you say so.
2. This Practitioner briefing is just an introduction for integrating parking policy/management into SUMP …

What is currently underexposed?
What aspects/elements need more elaboration in a more comprehensive topic guidance?
3. What makes parking a success factor of your SUMP policy?

What prevails: impact, compliance, acceptance or appreciation?

How do you / the stakeholders you represent look at this?
4. Is there in your country/region any legislative or cultural/societal barrier towards a (better) integration of parking into SUMP?

What are disturbing factors in your opinion?
Park4SUMP aims to help cities integrate innovative parking management solutions into Sustainable Urban Mobility Plans (SUMPs) for a better mobility and quality of life.

park4SUMP Tweets

Dutch newspaper 'De Volkskrant' debating the future of urban parking: 'Tin boxes standing still on expensive land... https://t.co/oz2pU18LYg

Read more on twitter.com

Latest News & Events

Park4SUMP meeting in Rotterdam...
2019-02-27
All 22 Park4SUMP partners will be meeting in the city of Rotterdam, The Netherlands from Monday 11...

Read more >>

Why parking spaces are being...
2019-01-30
To all cities and citizens here: who is up for the challenge? Get your ideas together to be ready in...

Read more >>

Latest Videos

Park4SUMP The Ghent...
2019-01-30
We proudly present our first Park4SUMP video in avant-première

This clip...
Read more >>
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Feedback on individual guidance documents about specific topics can be provided via the feedback links within the collapsible table on the Second edition of the SUMP Guidelines Eltis page.
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